
Surah Al-Baqarah Ayaat 17-20 

Word Analysis

Root: Meem-thaa-laam: Mithl--to resemble something. What is an example? To explain a concept, something abstract through that 
which is concrete. And that example is usually similar in nature. Also, the word tamthil is used for a drama or skit. They have embedded 
messages, lessons.  

           Mathaluhum: Their example. Mathal-example; Hum-their. Who is this talking about? Munafiqoon.•

         Kamathali: Is like example. Ka-like. •
      Allathi: Of the one who. Or who. *Rule: Ya-noon or wow-noon at the end of a word makes it plural (ie: Allatheena)•

Root: Wow-Qaf-daal: Waqood--fuel. Istiqad is to light fire, to kindle fire. Istiqad is also understood as asking someone else to light the 
fire. He wants the fire to get light and heat. 

            Istowqada: He kindled, or he lit. •

Root: Noon-wow-ra: Fire. 
      Naran: A fire.•

       Falamma: Then, when. Fa-then. 'Fa' is used to give the order of events. Lamma-when.•

Root: Dhaud-wow-hamza: Dhow'--to shine; to glow, radiate. Dhiya' is from the same root and it is used for light. It's the light that also 
emits heat. Such light that is pale. Three characteristics of Dhiya': 1. light 2. heat 3. reddish or pale. 

          'Adha ath: It (fire) illuminated. The 'tha' gives the meaning of 'it'.•

     Ma: What•

Root: Ha-wow-laam: Howl--to surround. Also used for year because each year goes around. Also means to change, every year things 
change. Always changing.  

         Howlahu: Surrounded him. 'hu' (him) refers to the person lit the fire or asked for the fire to be lit. He asked for the light to be turned on, so 
he could see things clearly now. There was light and heat. 

•

Root: Dhaal-ha-ba: Dhahaba-to go away. Also used for gold. Gold and going away--connection: people generally have a fear of gold going 
away. When they go somewhere, they want to make sure their gold is in a safe place. Also, gold has to go away in zakaat. 

       Dhahaba: He (Allah) went. •

  
  Allahu: Allah•
            Binurihim: Went with their light. What does it mean that Allah went with their light? It means Allah took the light away. The 'bi' at th e 
beginning gives the meaning of 'took away'. Allah took away their light. Nurihim, 'him' refers to the one who asked the light to be lit. Nur refers 
to the light with no heat in it. So the light was taken away but the heat was still there. This light is understood as the in ternal light. In order to 
see something, you need the internal and external light. Not literally, but metaphorically. For example, if there is light outside but the person is 
blind. Ability to process the light from within. So even if there was fire outside, still, they could not see. 

•

Root: Tha-raa-kaaf: Tharakayatruku--to leave something or someone. 
             Watarakahum: And He left them. Allah left these people•

   Fi: In. •

Root: Dha-laam-meem: Dhulma; dhulm-injustice. Darkness. Hadith: Injustices will be darkness on the Last Day. Why? Because one leads 
to the other. Why are there many darkness (es)? Imagine if you are in light, all of a sudden the light goes, It's more dark in your eyes. 
Gradually, it becomes less. It shows that there is so much darkness that they can't see a thing. 

          Dhulumatin: Darkness (es). This is the plural of dhulma (one darkness)•

   La: Not. •

Root: Baa-saud-raa: Basara--to see, understand, comprehend. They don't see at all and they are in confusion. 
            Yub'siroon: They see. Word begins with wow and ends with noon (plural). Singular is Basara--to see. •

Ayah 17

Root: Saud-meem-meem: Samam--deafness. Linguistic: Simam is used for a cork. It covers, plugs, blocks. Gives the meaning of to be 
blocked. Can't put something in or take anything out. 

     Summun: Ones who are deaf. Plural of 'Asam'--a person who is deaf. •

       Bukmun: Ones who are dumb. Plural of 'Abkam'--a person who is dumb, unable to speak. Used for someone who has never spoken a word 
since birth, from the beginning.  Also unable to understand. 

•

Root: 'Ayn-meem-yaa: 'Amya--to be blind. Also used for someone who is confused. These people are deaf, dumb, and blind in regard to 
the truth. They don't hear the truth, don't speak the truth, and they can't see the truth. This is their spiritual state, not physical. 

       'Umyun: Ones who are blind. Plural of 'A'ma'--a person who is physically blind. •

       Fahum: So they. •
   La: Not. •

Root: Ra-jeem-'ayn: Ruju'--to return, to go back. They will not return to the light. Recall the example. They will not return to guidance. 
            Yarji'oon: They will not return. Plural-begins with ya ends with noon. •

Ayah 18

     Ow: Or. 'Am' also means or. Not to give the meaning of either/or. Here, Ow is used to give the meaning of variety. Like 'and'.•

Root: Saud-wow-ba: Sayyib--A heavy rain or a rainstorm. Sowb means to reach and sayyib means to reach again and again. Rain falls 
again and again. Goes on for a long time. Sayyibin--rainstorm with thunder and lightening. Reaches and hits the ground. Comes with a lot 
of force. 

         Kasayyibin: Like a downpour, heavy rain. Ka-like; Sayyibin (plural of Sayyib). •

     Min: From •
          Assamaai': The sky. The rain comes from the clouds in the sky. •

Ayah 19
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Root: Seen-meem-wow: Sumuw--Gives the meaning of height. As Samaa' is not just used for the blue sky but also height, a roof, a ceiling. 
Clouds, up high. So the example is like those people who are in heavy rain. These hypocrites are like those people in heavy rain and it is 
pouring down from the sky. 

          Assamaai': The sky. The rain comes from the clouds in the sky. •

      Fihi: In it. In the rainstorm. •
          Dhulumatun: Darkness(es). Plural of dhulma. What are these many layers of darkness? Referring to the darkness of the heavy clouds. 
Dark clouds. Also, darkness of the rain itself. Can't see clearly. Also, darkness of the night. 

•

Root: Ra-'Ayn-daal: Ra'ad--thunder following lightening.  
         Wara'dun: And thunder. Ra'ad--thunder. •

Root: Ba-raa-qaaf: Barq--lightening. 
         Wabarq: And lightening.  •

            Yaj'aluna: They put. Ja'ala means to make and to put; has multiple meanings, to change the state of something. •

Root: Hamza-saud-'ayn-ba: Isba'--fingers. Asaubi' understood as in 1. the whole finger or 2. the fingertip.
              'Asaubi'ahum: Their fingertips. Asaubi'--fingertips; plural of isba'•

   Fi: In.•
         'Adhanihim: Their ears. Plural of the word uthun--ear. •
     Min: From. (gives meaning of 'because of')•

Root: Saud-'ayn-qaaf: Sa'iqa--thunderclap. Thunder and lightening together. 
            Asawaiqi: The thunderbolts. Plural of saa'iqa.•

Root: Ha-dhaal-raa: Hadhara--fear. Fear that leads you to precaution, protecting yourself. 
       Hadhara: Due to fear.•

          Al Maut: Of death. The ayah is saying: they put their fingers in their ears because of the thunderbolts due to fear of death. They are scared 
that because of the loud sound, they will die if they don't put their fingers in their ears. 

•

  
    Wallahu: And Allah.•

Root: Ha-wow-thaa: Howth--to encompass, to encircle. How does He encircle? Through His knowledge and His power. They cannot 
escape Him. 

        Muhitun: One who Always encompasses. •

                Bil kaafireen: With the disbelievers. •

Root: Kaaf-wow-daal: Kaadayakadu. Yakaadu--almost, it is about to happen. 
        Yakadu: It is near. •

          Albarqu: The lightening. •

Root: Kha-taa-faa: Khataf--to snatch something away quickly. 
         Yakhtafu: It takes away. •

              Absaurahum: Their sights. Absaur--plural of basar. •
       Kullama: Whenever. Gives the meaning of  (each and every time).•
        'Adau': It illuminated. Every time the lightening illuminated the surrounding. •
     Alahum: For them. •

Root: Meem-sheen-ya: Mashee--to walk. Every time there is light, they would walk in it.  
       Mashow: They walked. •

      Feeh: In it (the light). •
        Waitha: And when. •

Root: Dha-laam-meem: dhalama--darkness. The atmosphere became dark. 
         Adhlama: It darkened. •

           'Alayhim: Upon them. •

Root: Qaf-wow-meem: qowm--standing. 
       Qamu: They stood. They just stood still. They walk only for some time, but for most of the time, they are standing. They hardly mov e. •

         Walow: And if•
      Shaa': He willed•
  
  Allahu: Allah. If Allah willed. •
         Lathahaba: Surely, he went. If Allah willed, He could have just taken away their hearing. •

Root: Seen-meem-'ayn: Sam'--the ear and the ability to hear. Allah could have taken their ability to hear completely. 
             Bisam'ihim: With their hearing. •

            
    Wa'absaurihim: And their sights. •

  
       InnAllaha: Indeed, Allah•
       'Ala: Upon.•
     Kulli: Every. •
       Shay'in: Thing. •

Root: Qaf-daal-ra: Qudra, Qadr. Qudra--ability, power. Qadeer--one who has the ability or the power to do something. One who is able 
to do whatever He wants. It's not difficult for Him and no one can stop Him. Qadr--to plan something. Allah does whatever He wants to 
do with planning, with hikmah. Taqdeer (destiny) from same root. 

        Qadeerun: All able, all powerful. •

Ayah 20 

Tafseer

• Abdullah bin Mas’ood and other companions have stated about ayah 17
When the Prophet (saw) came to Madina - some people became Muslim, but soon became Hypocrites - their example is of a person who was in 
darkness, then kindled a fire through which the environment became illuminated, and things of benefit and loss became clear to him, then the 
light blew out and he fell into darkness. This was the condition of the hypocrites. First they were in the darkness of shirk; when they became 
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light blew out and he fell into darkness. This was the condition of the hypocrites. First they were in the darkness of shirk; when they became 
Muslim they came into the light, they recognized halal and haram, good and bad, then they returned back to disbelief and hypo crisy - then the 
light was gone.

• The example of the hypocrites is that of: A man who set alight a fire, Who is this man? The Prophet (saw).
• So when the Prophet (saw) came - he came with the light of Islam, Qur’an, guidance. Allah took their light away and left them in darkness (es) 

so they could not recognize the truth. Why did they choose to be in darkness?
• That is because they believed, and then they disbelieved; so their hearts were sealed over, and they do not understand. [al -munafiqoon: 3]
• And when they deviated, Allah caused their hearts to deviate. And Allah does not guide the defiantly disobedient people. [As -Saff: 5]
• Shubuhaat and Shahawaat. When these two things come in one's heart--the light of iman is taken away. 
• La yub'siroon--they cannot see, meaning they have lack of knowledge. Lack of interest.

• They have ears, but the don't hear the truth. They have mouths, but they don’t speak the truth. They have eyes, but they don’ t see the truth. 
• Why? Because they thought they were smart and the believers were foolish. 
• Two types of hypocrites. The first is explained here--the complete hypocrite. 
• Guidance can only be attained when man truly yearns for it. 
• They would not benefit from the gathering of the Prophet (Salallahy Alayhi Wasallam) and the believers. 
• Their ability to come back to the straight path is no longer there--ie: Abdullah bin 'Ubay. The leader of the hypocrites who opposed from the 

beginning. 
• The second type of hypocrites are those who are sometimes in doubt. Sometimes they implement, sometimes they don't. For example, in Uhud, 

300 people left with Abdullah bin Ubay. At the end of his life, Rasulullah (saw) told a companion the names of 80 Munafiqoon. Some may have 
died but others had repented. 

Ayah 18                                          

• Or it is like a rainstorm from the sky (referring to the wahi-revelation coming from Allah) it has glad tiding and sever admonitions. How do 
they react? Instead of listening, they block their ears due to fear of death. Whenever a surah came down, they would thing the wahi was about 
them. 

• Especially the ayaat about sacrifice and jihaad, they took these hukum as barq--lightening. 
• Their hearts did not have iman. For them, the Qur'an became like lightening. Some people are scared of listening to Qur'an. W hy? Because 

they think that if they learn the deen, they will have to act. They are in love with dunya. They don't realize that Allah kno ws what's in their 
hearts. 

Ayah 19                                                                                                                                                    
                  

• The hypocrites cannot see nor tolerate Islam because of the strong light, the strength. 
• When a difficulty comes over them, they stand still. When they were called for jihad, they would stay at home. 
• When there was a little bit of light--when the hukum were easy and there were benefits, they would follow. As soon as hardship came, they 

stood still. 
• If Allah had willed, Allah could have literally made them deaf and blind. They had these faculties but they didn’t use them. 
• Allah is able to do all things so we should be sincere.
• We should avail any opportunity to increase our 'ilm and strengthen our iman. Absorb the knowledge with sincere intentions. I t won't be easy, 

Jannah is surrounded by disliked things. Whoever treads the path of knowledge, Allah will make his path to Jannah easier. 
• Allah wants to see your effort, are you interested or not. Do you want tawfiq? 
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